
 

MENDENHALL RANCH 
1150 M/L ACRES FOR SALE 

PASTURE                                 CROPLAND         HEADQUARTERS 

Contact: 

Jordan Holland: 605-809-5552 

  ROBERTS COUNTY, SD         ALTO TWP 



Cropland 

130 M/L acres of tremendous quality cropland are in two 

tracts, 130 M/L acres are in the SW Qtr 17-123-52 (shown 

above) and 100 M/L acres are located on the East half of 

Section 16-123-52. With good lay and exceptional soils, 

these pieces will produce! 

Pasture 

The Mendenhall Ranch has both native pasture and 

improved pasture. Featuring 400 M/L acres of improves 

grass seeded with native, red clover, orchard grass, and 

alfalfa, haying and heavy grazing can be part of the 

management program. The balance of 506 M/L acres is 

native grass with high carrying capacity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Type Acres % of Field Legend PI 
Brookings-Vienna 82.13 69.1  86 

Barnes-Buse-Svea Loams 18.91 15.9  77 
Barnes-Buse-Svea Loams 13.25 11.2  63 

Renshaw-Fordville 4.37 3.7  47 
Weighted Average    80.5 

Type Acres % of Field Legend PI 
Brookings-Vienna 50.83 51.1  86 
Brookings- Vienna 42.32 45.5  90 

Buse-Barnes Loams 3.35 3.4  41 
Weighted Average    86.3 
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Mendenhall Ranch  

The Mendenhall Ranch consist of 1150 M/L acres of the 

highest quality Northeast South Dakota grass, tillable, and 

headquarters the region has to offer. Offering 910 M/L 

acres of diverse grass, over 400 acres has been seeded 

with alfalfa, red clover, orchard grass blends to bring hay 

production and maximum grazing opportunities. The 

balance of grass is hard, quality, native grass located one 

mile North of the headquarters. All grass is equipped with 

quality 4 and 5 barb fence and is ready for grazing. The 

tillable farmland offers high percentages of Brookings-

Vienna complex soils to being maximum production to any 

row crop operations. The ranch is equine ready with 

cowboy gates, working facilities, and is ready to facilitate 

350+ cows to a new owner operator.  

Headquarters 

This headquarters occupies 20 m/l acres in the SE Qtr of 

Section 17 and it offers everything a cattleman could need. 

High panel steel windbreaks, contiguous fence, calving 

facilities, working facility, two gravel base stackyards, 

heated and insulated shop, barn, and house. House is a 

single story with basement, 3 bed, 2 bath, 2 stall garages, 

and features approx. 1570 qt ft on each level.  

Water 

Property has three wells, two in the yard, one in the SW Qtr 

Section 17. Remainder of the water is provided naturally 

with stock dams strategically located throughout the ranch. 

The headquarters is equipped with seven water fountains, 

two located inside separate buildings.  

Lease Options 

This property has the option for the buyer to assume 

approx. 1000 m/l of Tribal and BIA leases that include 

grass hay and native pasture for grazing. 
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